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On the Asymptotic Distribution of Multivariate M-Estimates 
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Communicated by A. Cohen 
The asymptotic distribution of multivariate M-estimates is studied. It is 
shown that, in general, consistency leads to asymptotic normality and a Law of 
the Iterated Logarithm. The results are used to compute via matrix derivatives 
the asymptotic distribution of a class of estimates due to Maronna. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper examines the asymptotic distribution of multivariate M-estimates, 
with emphasis on a recent proposal of Maronna (1976). In Section 2, the necessary 
general theory is given. The methods of Carroll (1978) and Huber (1967) are 
used to show that, under some conditions, consistency of M-estimates implies 
asymptotic normality, a Law of the Iterated Logarithm (LIL), and an approxima- 
tion of M-estimates by the sample mean of bounded random variables, with the 
error of approximation of almost sure order O(n-l log, n). 
Maronna (1976) computed for distributions of radial type (of dimension p) the 
asymptotic distribution of M-estimates of location and scatter (say T, , V,), 
defined as solutions of systems of equations of the form 
n-1 f py({(Xi - t)’ v-l(Xi - i)}l’2)(Xi - t) = 0, U-1) 
i=l 
n-l 2 (Xi - t) &((Xi - t)’ v-l(Xi - t))(xi - t)’ zzz v, (1.2) 
i=l 
where pr and p2 are smooth functions. Under his assumptions, T, and V, are 
asymptotically independently and normally distributed when properly normed, 
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and T, has a particularly simple covariance matrix. In Section 3 we investigate 
the relationship of T, and Irn in a formal manner under weaker distributional 
assumptions, although under stronger restrictions for pr and pa . Since Maronna 
has shown the consistency of this estimates under conditions weaker than radial 
symmetry, the results of our Section 2 can be used to investigate the exact 
nature of the asymptotic distributions of T,L and I’, when the underlying 
distribution is not of radial type. This investigation is facilitated by the use of 
Taylor expansions with matrix derivatives (MacRae (1974)). The power and case 
of matrix derivatives have greatly simplified the computations. 
Qualitatively, our results (particularly (3.4)) exhibit the phenomenon that the 
asymptotic covariance matrix Z of T, is a complicated function depending on 
V, , except in cases of symmetry. This means that direct estimation of Z from an 
asymptotic variance formula (as is done in the symmetric case), while possible, 
is not appealing. Fortunately, T, is a smooth functional of pi and ,ns , so that 
jackknifing would be an appropriate method of estimation; however, T, is a 
nonlinear function of Xi , X-, ,..., X, , so that the jackknife may be rather 
burdensome from a computational standpoint. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we show that consistency of M-estimates leads, under general 
smoothness conditions, to a much stronger characterization. We adopt the nota- 
tion of Huber (1967), so that 0 will be a connected subset of p-dimensional 
Euclidean space Qg”, (x, di, P) is the probability space, x = Iw* for some Q, and 
I,&, 0) is a function mapping x x 8 into UP. 4 will be given the measurability 
and separability by Huber’s (B-l). We define a sequence of statistics T, in such 
a way that 
n-l i #(Xi , T,) = 0, (2-l) 
1 
where X1 , X, ,... is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors with common probability 
distribution P. We wish to investigate the properties of any consistent sequence 
of solutions to (2.1), so we assume the existence of 0, with T,, -+ 0, almost 
surely, where 8, is an isolated (not necessarily unique) zero of 
E$(X, e> = 0. (2.2) 
Maronna (1976) has a multivariate example which under certain conditions has 
a unique zero to (2.2), while, in another related context, Collins (1976) constructs 
an algorithm for finding T, even though the zero to (2.2) is not unique. One step 
of a Newton-Raphson iteration is also a possibility (Bickel (1974)). 
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Let j/ 0 11 denote the maximum absolute component of 13. We assume in this 
section that for each 13, #(x, f3) has second partial derivatives in 8 except possibly 
on a set of points x E B(B), where B(0) has Lebesgue measure zero. Let B(B, l ) 
be an E-neighborhood of B(B) and let B,(r) be the closure of the set 
u vw, 4: II e - 0, II G 4. 
The following result generalizes one given by Carroll (1977), who studied 
M-estimates in the one-dimensional location case with preliminary estimate of 
scale. The proofs are similar, so that only the important details are given here. 
THEOREM 1. For some E > 0, suppose that 4(X, , 0,) has$nite second moments 
and that, uniformly for 1) 0 - 8, I/ < c, the following hold: 
There exists a constant M such that if 6 < c, then 
Pr(X, E B,(6)) < M6. (2.3) 
The matrix A = E +3(X, , t$)/W exists and is of full rank. (2.4) 
On B,(E), if I( 0 - B,, (/ < E, then 
II a, 0) - f4xp edi G M II e - 4 II. 
Further, there exists a function h, with Eh12(X,) < CO such that on 
444 - w,), 
II a+(x, ewe’ II G h,(x). (2.5) 
There exists a function h, with Eh,(X) < 00 for which 
sup ill 
awx, 0) 
ae ael I! : II e - 0, II G E, x 6 we)1 G h,(x). (2.6) .9 
Then, as n ---f 00, there is a constant C such that 
T,, - 8, = A-l n-l f #(Xi, 0,) + G, , 
i=l 
where 
limesup n(log, n)-l /I G, // < C 
with log, n = log log 11. 
(a.s.), 
The heart of the proof is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, there exists a positive number C 
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such that for any sequence e1 , c2 ,... in [0, C] the followiq holds under P: almost 
surely as n --t co, um~ormly for IIt9 - e. Ij ,< E, , 
II 
A-h-1 i #(Xi , e) - A-Q-l n 
i=l 
g +vi ) 4) - (0 - 4) 11 
(2.8) 
G C(ll e - e. II + n-1/2(log2 41/Y + c II e - e,ll ma+, , (log n)/n>, 
Ij A-in-1 fJ #(xi , 0) - (0 - 0,) 11 G cg e - e, 11 En + n-qog2 f2yj. 
i=l 
(2.9) 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose XE B*(e,) but X# B(8,). Then, by (2.5), we 
have 
II 4(x, 4 - +(x9 e,) - w(x, e,w)(e - edi G cl II e - 4 II ~BI(E,m~ 
(2.10) 
where Is(.) is the indicator function of the event B. Similarly, for X outside 
B*(E,), by a Taylor expansion and (2.6), the left-hand side of (2.10) is bounded 
by C,ll e - 0, II2 I&X). Thus, for X # B&J, (2.10) is bounded by 
c2 II e - 4 ii0 6 - 4 II h,(x) + kdm. 
By (2.3), Pr{X, E B*(e,)) < MIcn for some constant MI . Thus, by Bernstein’s 
inequality, as tt -+ co, 
lim:up 
n-l 21” balk,) 
m=(p, , n-l log n) 
< 4M, (a.s.). 
Also, by the law of the iterated logarithm and the second part of (2.5), almost 
surely as n -+ co, 
n wxiy 4) 
ll( 1 n-1 aef - A) (0 - 44 (( < c, 11 e - e,ll n-1f2(log2 fly*. 1 
This gives 
I( n-1 jJ 9(xi , 0) - n-l $J 465 , 4) - 48 - 0,) 11 
i=l i=l 
< C, II 8 - 4, II 
I 
II 0 - 0, II n-l i h,(XJ + n-1’2(log, +I2 + max(r,, n-1 log n) . 
i=l I 
Noting that Eh,(X,) < 00, (2.8) follows. To prove (2.9), note that since, 
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WV4 ,4J = 0 and +(X 1 ~4PN& , 64 ’ is finite, by the law of the iterated 
logarithm almost surely as n -+co, 
+ 11 A-h-1 i $(xi , e) - en-l f +(x5 , e,) - (e - e,) 11 
1 1 
G c,{jle - e. 11 E, + +yi0g, fpj. m 
Proof of Theorem 1. Take E, = E’ = min(e, (2C)-1). We may assume 
]I T, - 0, ]I 9 E’, so that we consider points 8 for which at least one component 
of 8 - 0, falls in one of the intervals 
[C,n-llz(log, n)1/2, E’] or [-E’, - C4n-1~2(log2 n)ll2] , (2.11) 
for a constant C, . If C, is sufliciently large, 
c(ll f3 - 0, II Ef + +ql0g, q/2) G 411 e- e, 11 + c,n-lqlog2 nyqc/~4) 
d II 0 - 4 II (4 + wd < II 0 - 4 II. 
Hence, for 12 sufficiently large, if one component of 0 - 8, falls in either of the 
intervals (2.1 l), then 
I( h-1 i +(-xi , 4 - (8 - 0,) 1) < II e - 4 II. (2.12) 
1 
Consider T, . If its largest element falls in one of the two intervals, then by 
(2.12) and the relation 
n-l i #(Xi , T,) = 0 
we obtain II T, - e,,jI < ]I T, - 0, II, a contradiction. Thus, as n + co, 
11 T,, - 0, II < C4n-1/2(log2 +I2 (a.s.). N ow choose E, = min(r, Can-l12(log2 n)l/“). 
Replacing 0 in (2.8) by T, and noting that CT #(Xi , T,) = 0 completes the 
proof. 1 
The i.i.d. assumption for X, , X2 ,... was used only to insure the LIL for 
certain sums and for use of Bernstein’s inequality; thus the proof can be 
683/8/3-3 
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generalized to include cases of nonindependence or nonstationarity. Note 
further that the results do not require complete differentiability of #. 
Herein we show how the conditions (2.3)-(2.6) apply to a multivariate version 
of Huber’s Proposal 2 (Maronna, 1976). Define U(X, K) = max(--K, min(x, K)), 
and in (l.l)-(1.2) take xpl(x) = U(X, A), while xps(x) = U(X, K2)//3, where 
,6 = Eu(x’X, k2), h t e expectation being taken with respect to a p-variate 
multinormal distribution with mean zero and identity covariance matrix. For 
any fixed 0 = (t, V-l) (assuming with no loss that 0, = (0, I)), B(B) is given by 
the ellipse 
~(8) = tx: lx - tjvyx - t) = ~2). 
Thus, for sufficiently small 8, B,(6) describes a neighborhood of B(8,) with 
Lebesgue measure proportional to 6; this means that (2.3) is essentially an 
assumption that P has a bounded density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) in 
a neighborhood of B(8,). 
The first part of (2.5) is relatively easy to check. The second part requires 
matrix differentiation techniques (MacRae, 1974; DeWaal, 1975) which are 
fully exploited in Section 3. We first need the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. For suficitmtly small E > 0, the function 
( w @I,) v-ww(wv-lw)~~2I{ WV-1w 2 c > O} 
is bounded, uniformly for V-1 in an e-neighborhood of V,, = I. 
Proof of Proposition 1. If p2E < 4 and 1 rlij ) < E, then 
Thus, 
c wi2 A- c c ~fj”iW5 > B c wi2, 
t 5 
from which it follows that 
c WfZ (c ws2 + 7 c %Pfw,)-l < 2. j 
These steps prove the uniform boundedness of 
( w~-Gv, 
I{w’V-“iv > c > 01, 
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so it suffices to prove the proposition for 
(W@I,) v-wwyw’w)-w{wv-lw > c > O}, 
which follows along the lines outlined above. 1 
Now, let W = X - t, H(W, V-l) = p,((W’V--1W)1/2)W, and reparameterize 
to set to = 0, V,, = I. Then, as in Section 3, 
aH(w, v) aw 
aw YTiV~ if W’V-lW < k2 
= k(W’V-lW)-1’2 g;- k(W ~I)(w’v-lw)-3~3 v-lW, 
if W’V-‘W > k2. 
(2.13) 
The method of proof of Proposition 1 shows that Eq. (2.13) is uniformly bounded. 
Differentiating with respect to V-l, we obtain 
aH(w v = 0 av-1 ’ if W’V-lW < k2 _ 
(2.14) 
= -(+k)( W 0 I&W 0 I& E(,,,,(W 0 &)(W’V-1W)4’2> 
if W’V-lW > k2. 
Equation (2.14) is also uniformly bounded, as can be shown by an argument 
similar to that of Proposition 1. Similar remarks apply to the function 
Wp,(W’V-lW)W’, thus verifying (2.5). Assumption (2.6) is considerably more 
complex in detail, but also be verified. 
3. MULTIVARIATE LOCATION AND SCATTER 
The estimates defined by (1.1) and (1.2) are studied in this section. As 
discussed in Section 1, the results of the preceding section can typically be used 
to show that for some points (T(P), V,,(P)), 
T,, - T(P) = O(n-1/2(log2 rz)li2) 




and &is is assumed throughout. Also, Theorem 1 enables us to assume that 
pr and p2 are sufficiently smooth as to allow Taylor expansions, which we will do 
throughout this section. We assume the matrices HI , H, , and Ha defined below 
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are invertible; this has been shown by Maronna when the distributions are of 
radial type. 
The following notation is used. 1, denotes the (p x p) identity matrix 
d2(X I’) = XV-lx, @ is the Kronecker product, while A*B is the star 
product (MacRae, 1974). If W = (wr ,..., ZQ,) is (p x p), then W* = 
(4 ,..., wa) is a (p2 x 1) matrix. If X is (n x m), the matrix derivative 8X/8X == 
EC,,,) is an (n2 x m2) matrix. The chain rule and product rule remain as defined 
by MacRae, while ps(x) = p,(x)/(2x). The following definitions presuppose that 
H$ exists, with El and E,,l denoting expectations with respect to the measures of 
X, and (X0 , X,) (independently distributed as P) respectively. 
DEFINITIONS. Set 
(W(X))*’ = ( V;lXX’V;l)*‘H;l, 
Hz+ = HI - &M-VI 9 Vo)> XJ;b2(d2(Xo 9 Vo>>W(x,) + VW> 
+ Px~2(xcl P wwm &Xc4 WXl)>>. 
THEOREM 2. Assume H$, H;l exist and set T(P) = 0, V,(P) = V,, . Then, 
almost surely as n -+ co, 
Hl(Tn - T(P)) = HIT, = n-l 5 X,&(X, , V,)) 
1 
- -%44x1 9 Vo)) &K’x,mG’)*‘w7I - KJ* 
+ O(n-vog, n>>, (3.2) 
H,( V, - V,)* = n-l f (Xip2(d2(Xi , V,))X; - V,}* 
1 
- -73h2(d2(& , VoWnX; + X,T;,*" 
- 2E,b;(d2(& , K,)KW;@",&>*} + OK1 log, 4, 
f&T, = n-l i 4p,(Wi , V,)) 
(3.3) 
1 
+ O(n-1 log, n). (3.4) 
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In proving Theorem 2, we make use of the following identities (De Waal, 
1975). In Eqs. (3.5) to (3.11) b 1 e ow, X, IV, and Twill be (p x 1) column vectors, 
while V, W, , and W, are (p x p) matrices. 
(ABC)’ = I3’ * (C 0 In) &a,m,(~ OL), 4” x PI, qp x d, C(q x 4, 
(3.5) 
W,*I, = W’, (3.6) 
(X’ 01,) + X&,p))& 0 T) = TX’ + XT’, (3.7) 
(X’@I,)(I,@T)=X’@T= TX’ (3.8) 
W,*‘(W,TX’)* = tr(W,XT’Wi) = X’WiW,T, (3.9) 
awv-1wpw = v-1w + V’-lW, (3.10) 
awv-yv/av = -V’-lWw’V’-1. (3.11) 
Both Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) use the chain rule, while (3.11) then uses (3.5). 
The following propositions are necessary, and are basic applications of the 
chain rule, the product rule, and Eqs. (3.5)-(3.11). 
PROPOSITION 2. For S(p x 1), V(p x p), the followiq hold: 
qx - S) /%(4X - s, V))W Is=0 
= -p,(d(X, V)) @I, - &d(X, V)) XX’(V’-l + V-l), (3.12) 
+,(d(X, V))/aV = &d(X, V))( V’-lXX’V’-l), (3.13) 
8(X - S) p,(d2(X - S, V>>(X - S)‘/aS’ ls=o (I, 0 T) 
(3.14) 
= -p2(d2(X, V))( TX’ + XT’) - p;(d2(X, V)) XX’( V’-1 + V-‘) TX’, 
ap2(d2(X, V))/aV = +d2(X, V)) V’-lXX’V’-l. (3.15) 
At this point it is useful to recall that by (1.2) V,, is symmetric, thus simplifying 
the application of the preceeding propositions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Starting with the first defining equation, by Taylor 
expansions, (3.1), and the law of the iterated logarithm, messy but routine 
calculations show 
o - n-l i (Xi - 7-n) p,(d(X, - Tn), V,) 
1 
+ %WMW 5 VoNPVo>*‘>(Vn - Vo>* 
+ E@(& - S) &(X1 - S, VdW’ Is-o)Tn + W-l log, 4. 
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Then (3.2) follows from (3.12) and (3.13). To obtain (3.3), note that 
V,* = n--l $ ((Xi - T,) p2(d2(Xi - T, , V,J)(Xi - Tn)‘*, 
so that, by the law of the iterated logerithm, 
(V, - by* = n-l f {Xip2(d2(Xi ) V,))Xi - V,}” 
1 
+ Gmx)*(~f2(~2(xl 5 KJwo)l*‘(Kz - u* 
+ UWG', - 9p2V2(& - S> ~,))@-I - W/as' ls=d(I,Tn)l* 
+ O(n-l log, ?z). 
Thus, (3.3) follows now from (3.14) and (3.15). Finally, to obtain (3.4), one 
plugs in the result (3.3) into (3.2), with manipulations following from the 
identity (3.9). 1 
Note that all the results would have been O,(n-1) if it were merely known that 
rW(T, - T(P)) had 1 imit distributions. This we assume in the folowing 
corollaries, although strong consistency of (T, , V,) would lead to almost sure 
results. 
COROLLARY 1. If H1 and H2 are anvertzble, P is symmetric, and both 
nl”(Tn - T(P)) and n112( V, - V,(p)) h ave limit distributions, then setting 
T(F) = 0 and V,,(F) = V,, , 
T, = H,-‘n-’ j- X&d(Xi , V,)) + O,(n-‘), (3.14) 
1 
(V, - V,,)* = Hcl71-l i (Xip2(d2(Xi , V,))Xi - V,)* + O,(n-l). 
1 
If P is radial type, one shows that Hrl exists and that the limit distriln&m of T, 
is as given by Maronna. It might be of interest to note that (3.14) and (3.15) are 
consia’erably neater than (3.2)-(3.4). The felting is a representation for univariate 
Huber Proposal 2. 
COROLLARY 2. For p = 1, define &(x) = xps(l x I) and for simplicity, set 
T(F) = 0, V,,(F) = 1. Then 
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